
10 minutes to finish your stations 
from last  class & update your TOC



Using the blue report on a transport of 
prisoners to a concentration camp to 

create a list of ALL the jobs/roles 
involved in this one transport



HOLOCAUST True or False
______ 1. When Hitler became Germany’s leader in 1933, he made

anti- Semitism the official policy of the nation.
______2. Hitler's attempted genocide of Jews is known as the "final    

solution".
______3. It is estimated that 11,000,000 people were killed during the  

Holocaust. 6,000,000 of these were Jews.
______4. Jews were the only people who Nazi’s considered “undesirable.
______5. .” Jews were required to wear armbands or yellow stars on their 

clothing.
______6. Nazi’s chose poison gas as the most effective way to kill people.
______7. Concentration and death camps served the same purpose for the 

Nazi’s political party.
______8. The Nazi Party was proclaimed by law to be the only legal political 

party in Germany.
______9. Hitler was tried and received the death sentence during the 

Nuremberg Trials.
______10. The USA opened its doors to Jewish refugees fleeing 

persecution in Europe during the 1930s.



KEY
1. True

2. True
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10.False



The Holocaust: a Genocide
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http://isurvived.org/Frameset4References-3/-AdolphHitler_1889-1945.html
http://isurvived.org/Frameset4References-3/-AdolphHitler_1889-1945.html


Genocide
• Genocide: intentional mass murder of a specific 

group of people

– Based on ethnicity, religion, race

Examples: Armenia (1912) Rwanda (1990)

Holocaust (1933) Bosnia (1995)

Cambodia (1975) Darfur (2003)



1933
• Hitler became the leader of Germany.

• Laws effecting rights of Jews:

– Boycott of Jewish owned businesses

– Transfer of Jewish businesses to non-Jews

– Naturalized Jews lose German citizenship



1935
• Germany slowly increased restrictive laws

– Extend Nazi persecution of Homosexuals

– Nuremberg Laws are instituted

• “purify” German bloodlines

• Germans prohibited from marrying Jews

– New Marriage requirements instituted

• Germans can’t marry those with “hereditary illnesses”





1938
• Germany made it easier to ID Jews:

– Passports must have “J” for Jews

– Add names to make Jews “obvious”

• Add “Israel” for men, “Sara” for women

– Expels all Jewish children from Public Schools

– Kristallnacht – Nov 9-10, 1938

• “Night of Broken Glass”

• German Nazis attacked Jewish persons and property



Racial “science”
In 1934, Nazi scientists developed
This kit, which contained 29 
samples of human hair.  The 
samples were used by geneticists, 
anthropologists, and doctors to 
determine ancestry.  Hair colour 
also became a means to prove the 
supposed superiority of Aryans 
and the inferiority of Jews, 
Gypsies, and those of “mixed 
breeds”.



Jewish Emigration in the 1930s
• Many German Jews wanted to leave.

– Had to surrender all money and possessions

– Getting permission to leave was difficult

• Many countries around the world, began 
banning European Jewish immigrants

– Shanghai, China allowed “stateless persons”

– Even the US restricted German Jews



The S.S. St. Louis
• In 1938 the US & Cuba refused to accept a 

ship of Jewish refugees from Germany.

• Many of them were killed in the Holocaust 
but some immigrated to the US after the war.



Jewish Life Under Nazi Occupation
• Progressively more restrictive lives

– Given curfews

– Moved into specific zones (ghettos) of cities

– Received reduced rations (food)

– Had to surrender all materials useful for war

• Radios, cameras, bicycles,…



1940-1944

• Jews across Europe went into 
hiding, were forced to live in 
ghettos, and were deported 
to concentration camps.



1941
• Jews in all German territory required to wear 

yellow stars on their outer layer of clothing

• Germany begins systematic deportation of 
Jews to camps

– Work Camps – Required to perform “slave” labor

– Death Camps – Used for experiments, murdered



A hiding place in the Netherlands



Life in Hiding
• Some non-Jews hid Jews in their homes, barns, or 

underground.

• Some Jews even lived in forests to survive.

• People who hid Jews were in the Resistance. If 
caught they were usually sent to camps or killed.

• Many children survived the war in hiding.



Map of death & concentration camps



Mass murder at Babi Yar
Sept. 29-30, 1941

Nearly 34,000 

Murdered





Survivor Testimony

• Video clip on boarding the trains

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/fritzie-weiss-fritzshall-describes-deportation-in-cattle-car-to-auschwitz


Auschwitz



Auschwitz: Video from a Drone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=449ZOWbUkf0


Upon arrival to camp, prisoners 
were sorted: to the left for death, 

right for forced labor.

Left for:

• Children under 16

• The elderly

• The ill 

• Handicapped or 
disabled people

Right for:

• Healthy young or 
middle-aged adults



Suitcases to “be picked up later”



Glasses taken from new prisoners



Life in the Camps
• Upon arrival, Jews were processed:

– Separated from family

– Shaved head

– Tattoo on arm with identification number

– Given clothing that may or may not fit

– Assigned a crowed barrack to live in

• Horrible conditions:

– Slave labor

– 600 calories a day, too little water

– Disease, lice, rats,

And if you were sick or weak – sent to gas chamber



Auschwitz Birkenau







Gas Chambers

• Many died in the gas chambers: a big shared 
“shower” where gas came out of the 
showerhead instead of water.

• Zyklon B pellets were poured into a vent 
above the “shower”

• Their bodies were then burned in ovens or big 
piles by other enslaved Jews called Kapos

– *next photo is rough, you don’t need to look!



A gas chamber, as it looks today



Ovens where bodies were burned 



Tattoo of a camp survivor



Women doing slave labor at 
Ravensbruck



1945

Concentration camps liberated by the Allies 

For most European Jews, the soldiers were too late.

Many continued to die of starvation and disease.

Dead bodies littered the camp grounds.

Bergen-Belsen upon liberation (April ‘45) video

- graphic; you do not have to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoH3Zn4XMgU


It says “RIP. Grave of 255 Persons. 
1945.” (Bergen Belsen camp)



In numbers

• 1933: 9 million European Jews
• 1945: 3 million European Jews

• 6 million Jews were murdered during WWII.
• Estimated 11 million deaths in total. 

• An estimated 1 million were children.



1945 onwards
• Those who survived 

often had nothing left.

• Their families were 
dead. 

• Their belongings were 
stolen.

• They went to “Displaced 
Persons” camps where 
aid organizations tried 
to help them

• Tried to restart their 
lives



Innocent Deaths

– 6 million Jews

– 3 million Soviet prisoners of war

– 3-4 million Gypsies, Homosexuals, and others

– 2 million Soviet citizens



Holocaust Deniers

• Today there are many people who say the 
Holocaust is a hoax or is fake.

• They are called revisionists and deniers.

• Evidence does not support their claims.



Holocaust Timeline Activity 
• With one of the people in your group, pick one of 

the two IDs to use for this assignment 

• Complete the top section

• Using the three timelines on Google Classroom,

– Summarize two events that impacted the person on 
your ID card & explain how they would have been 
impacted

– Summarize 2 laws or decrees & how your person 
would’ve been impacted

– Summarize 1 US or world response & how your 
person would have been impcated



Last grade of the 6 weeks!

• Socrative.com

• Room: MITRO

• Complete the practice quiz which will help you 
prepare for the vocab/people quiz on…

2nd & 3rd period: Wednesday

4th period: Monday


